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IntroducCon 

This report establishes background on several aspects of housing on Takla Lake First NaCon (TLFN)’s1 
main reserves and satellite communiCes. The purpose of this report is to provide baseline data on 
housing that will be helpful to the Chief and Council, the Housing Department, and the Housing 
Commi[ee in long-term housing planning and decision making. 

The first secCon of the report begins with a brief background on on-reserve housing and then 
discusses the geographic, demographic and housing profile of TLFN. The geographic profile provides 
an overview of the NaCon’s tradiConal territory, its main reserves (IR #7, and IR #7A), also known as 
Takla Landing, and its 16 satellite communiCes. The demographic profile shows the registered 
populaCon on-reserve and off-reserve and its growth between 2011 to 2019. The housing profile 
explores the history of housing in Takla Landing starCng in the 1980’s, which is a span of over 38 
years and includes the different phases in which the houses were built and the number of houses in 
each phase, the various types of houses that have been built through federal and Canada Mortgage 
Housing CorporaCon (CMHC) funding and loans, and the number of people living in these houses and 
their age groups. The housing profile also provides details on the number of houses and how they 
were built in the NaCon’s 16 satellite communiCes. 

The second secCon of this report gives a brief Cmeline of the evoluCon in housing support programs 
for reserve First NaCons communiCes between 1930- 1982. Various forms of housing support on-
reserve, parCcularly the housing subsidy program, ministerial loan guarantee, on-reserve non-profit 
rental housing program (SecCon 95), and residenCal rehabilitaCon assistance program (RRAP) are 
discussed in detail. The housing support programs are funded through two main federal 
organizaCons, Department of Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) and CMHC who have different 
mandates, requirements, and complicated programming thus making it challenging for the 
communiCes to access funding support. Both ISC and CMHC funding programs for housing accessed 
by TLFN on its main reserves have been reviewed. 

The third secCon of this report reflects on short-term and long-term housing opCons in TLFN and 
how they can be achieved. The fourth secCon considers water treatment in satellite communiCes 
and the funding challenges associated with it. The fiSh secCon outlines the ISC and CMHC reporCng 
on housing projects undertaken by the Housing Department of TLFN.  

Finally, the sixth and the last secCon ends with a discussion on the history of Bill C-31 and its impact 
on status and membership of First NaCons people in Canada and the controversies surrounding Bill 
C-31. This secCon reviews the impacts of Bill C-31 on TLFN, parCcularly with respect to Housing. A list 
of all the Bill C-31 houses in the main community is provided and the various assumpCons that 
members have about Bill C-31 houses and how they can be cleared up have been discussed. 

                                                             
1 The band is also known as Takla Nation as seen on the logo and this name appears in some places in the 
report. 
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SecCon 1: Background on on-reserve housing 

Housing and other related infrastructure are key to the economic and social well-being of First 
NaCon communiCes and the personal well-being of their members. As per a report by Daniel Brant 
on successful housing in First NaCon communiCes, “the life span of the exisCng housing stock, along 
with the potenCal for new family formaCons, creates an enormous demand for new housing units, 
as well as raising the quality of the exisCng housing stock” (Brant, 2000, p. 1). Housing on-reserve 
varies among different First NaCon communiCes with regards to the type of housing stock and the 
policies governing it. On-reserve housing is fundamentally different, more complex and falls short by 
all measures when compared to off-reserve housing. There are various pracCces and approaches 
related to off-reserve housing that do not apply to on-reserve housing. 

Housing on-reserve is governed by the legal framework defined by the Indian Act2. To understand on-
reserve housing, it is important to know how land and housing works on reserve lands. As per the 
Indian Act, legal Ctle to reserve lands belongs to the Crown, while the “land is set apart by Her 
Majesty for the use and benefit of a band”. This provision allows the band to use and benefit from 
reserve land. The Act also provides two mechanisms for individual ownership. First, members can 
acquire lawful possession of individual tracts of land through the system of property rights called 
CerCficate of Possession (CPs) with approval from the Minister of ISC. Second, members can also 
acquire land by a transfer of CP or lease of CP with Ministerial approval and with approval from the 
band. CP is a permanent and unique form of property right that has no off-reserve value. CerCficates 
of Possession, in some cases, have led to allotment of the majority of reserve land to members 
virtually leaving no land for communal development. CPs can also be leased to non-members, 
creaCng another set of challenges (Flanagan & Alcantra, 2005; Brinkhurst & Kessler, 2013).  

There are two more individual property regimes that work outside of the Indian Act. First, customary 
or tradiConal land holdings are tracts of land to which individuals or families have usufructuary 
ownership3 based on their tradiConal occupaCon, community recogniCon and or band allocaCon. 
Second, First NaCons can opt for land codes created under the First NaCons Land Management Act4, 
that will govern all aspects of land management including leases, individual interests, resource 
extracCon and the division of matrimonial property during divorce proceedings (Flanagan & Alcantra, 
2005). 

Depending on the First NaCon, reserve land is either a combinaCon of band-owned and individual-
owned land or just band-owned land which is different from off-reserve land which is primarily 
individual-owned. Similarly, on-reserve housing can be band-owned or individual-owned as opposed 

                                                             
2 For more informaCon on the Indian Act, please see h[ps://laws-lois.jusCce.gc.ca/PDF/I-5.pdf. 
3 Usufructuary ownership is a limited property right to use the property that belongs to someone else and to 
receive any income generated by that property (Rotfleisch, 2017). 
4 First Nations Land Management Act (FNLMA) allows First Nations to enact and administer their own land 
codes. Until they enact their own land codes under the FNLMA, First Nations have to govern their reserve 
lands according to the Indian Act which can be cumbersome. As of January 2016, 95 First Nations have opted 
for FNLMA (JFK Law Corporation). For instance, in northern BC, L’Heidli T’enneh and Tsekani (Mcleod Lake) 
have land codes in effect since November 2000 and May 2003 (Government of Canada, 2014). 
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to housing off-reserve which is mostly individual-owned. In this report, the focus is on housing on-
reserve. As per ISC, formerly known as Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada5, band-owned 
housing or individual-owned housing allocaCons may be applied in nearly any combinaCon to the 
broad range of land holdings on-reserve. As per the federal department, band-owned housing 
consists of an esCmated two-thirds to three-quarters of all housing on-reserves (Government of 
Canada, 2011a). 

Many First NaCon families also rent houses on-reserves from their First NaCon or from another First 
NaCon member. Most oSen, the interests or rights of individuals renCng on-reserves are not as clear 
as those off-reserves, nor are the regulatory powers of band councils that rent housing, because 
provincial tenancy statutes do not apply.  

In TLFN, band-owned housing is the most common form of housing in the main community of Takla 
Landing. Band-owned housing includes housing funded through ISC and Ministerial loan or through 
ISC and CMHC subsidy, also known as TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental houses. In Takla 
Landing, although all the houses are band-owned, the families have a strong sense of ownership 
based on their ongoing tenure.  

Individual-owned housing is prevalent in the satellite communiCes and the land is mostly custom 
allo[ed, although it is unknown how, most likely people choosing on their own to build on their 
tradiConal territory or based on the broader family. 

For custom allotments, there is no Ministerial approval and a CP is not issued. Because there is no 
Ministerial approval, custom allotments are not considered lawful possession under the Indian Act, 
or under Canadian law, and is not treated as a legal interest in land. Rights of individual possession in 
this manner are based on mutual agreement between the Council and the individual member. In the 
event of a major dispute with respect to these rights, the BC Supreme Court has concluded that a 
NaCon member cannot enforce its customary right to the land in quesCon (Campo & Vear, 2011). 
The NaCon is sCll governed by the rules of the Indian Act and tradiConal custom allotments and has 
not yet opted for its own land management codes.  

On-reserve housing in TLFN is discussed in more details in SecCon 1.3 and 1.4, TLFN housing profile- 
Takla Landing and TLFN housing profile-Satellite communiCes. The main differences between on-
reserve and off-reserve housing as outlined in the 2003 Report of the Auditor General of Canada to 
the House of Commons are listed in Figure 1 (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003). 

Dimension               On-reserve               Off-reserve 
Ownership Crown has Ctle to land. 

CollecCve possession of land 
and houses is most 
prevalent. 

Land and houses are 
privately owned. 
CollecCve possession of 
land and houses is rare. 

                                                             
5 This name for the federal department appears in some places in the report. 
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Individual possession is 
under the Indian Act. 

Financing Indian Act does not allow for 
mortgage or seizure of land 
and property, in favour of, or 
by, an Indian or a First 
NaCon. 
Access to private financing is 
limited; there is no 
collateral. 
Government subsidies are 
criCcal. 
Ministerial loan guarantee 
system is available to the 
NaCon, and not individual 
members and must be 
supported by the 
community. 

Land and property can be 
mortgaged and seized, 
within the legal 
framework. 
Access to private financing 
is the norm. 
Lending insCtuCons 
specializing in property 
financing are involved. 
A complex financial 
system is used to ensure 
the flow of funds and 
miCgate risks. 

Legal rules governing 
housing, rent, occupancy, 
tenure, ownership, and 
responsibiliCes 

Legal powers of band 
councils to define and 
enforce rules are imprecise. 
Limited enforcement. 
Not clear to what extent the 
off-reserve legal framework 
is applicable. 

Covered under provincial 
laws. 
Enforced by designated 
agencies and judicial 
system. 

Housing supply Many occupants do not 
consider it their 
responsibility to meet their 
housing needs. 
Many occupants carry out 
li[le maintenance, repair, or 
renovaCon. 
Access to building supplies 
and skilled labour is limited 
in isolated areas. 
ApplicaCon of codes and 
regulaCons is uncertain. 

Individuals are responsible 
for meeCng their housing 
needs. 
Occupants/owners buy or 
rent, maintain, repair, and 
renovate. 
There is generally a good 
supply of material and 
labour. 
InspecCons ensure 
compliance with 
applicable codes and 
regulaCons. 

Housing allocaCon Chiefs and Councils oSen 
decide on the number of 
construcCons and 

Individuals can buy, sell, 
and rent houses on local 
markets. 
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renovaCons each year and 
their allocaCon. 
Limited market for buying, 
selling, or renCng houses. 

Private financial means is 
the main form of 
allocaCon. 

Geographical 
consideraCons 

65% of the First NaCons 
populaCon is in rural, 
remote, and special access 
areas. 

80% of the populaCon is in 
urban areas. 

 
Figure 1. Differences between on-reserve and off-reserve housing. Adapted from Office of the 
Auditor General of Canada (2003, p.4).  

 
Key terms: Reserves, Land, Housing 

Reserves: Under the Indian Act, certain tracts of land are set aside by the Government for the use 
and benefit of a First Nation. These are referred to as reserves. The legal title to the reserve remains 
with the Crown. 
 
Land: First Nations can collectively own the reserve land or allot the land to individual members 
using the provisions of the Indian Act. Under s. 20 of the Act, band councils are permitted to allot 
possession of lands to individual band members, provided that the Minister’s approval is obtained. 
In such cases, the band member’s rights in the land are registered with the Indian Lands Registry 
of ISC. Upon registration, a CP is issued and provided to the band member as evidence of the land 
rights. Outside of the Indian Act, First Nations can do custom land allotments. First Nations can also 
opt for the First Nations Land Management Act and enact its own land codes. 
 
Housing: Housing ownership on a reserve can be band-owned or individual-owned just like land 
ownership. Renting housing from the First Nation or a member is permitted. However, tenant rights 
and obligations on-reserve are not as clear as off-reserve tenancies. 
 

Note. Lands and housing. Adapted from Government of Canada (2011a). 

SecCon 1.1: Historical retrospecCve of housing in TLFN- Geographic 
profile 

The tradiConal territory of TLFN is in North Central BriCsh Columbia and totals approximately 27,250 
square kilometers. The territory is a rich environment of lakes, rivers, forests, and mountains, 
bordered on the west by the Skeena Mountains and on the east by the Rocky Mountains (Takla 
NaCon, 2018a). There is a map of TLFN’s tradiConal territory with all the reserves in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2. Map of TLFN tradiConal territory. Prepared by Mitchell MacFarlane, GIS Technician TLFN. 
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TLFN is an amalgamaCon of the North Takla band and the Fort Connelly band, a union which 
occurred in 1959. The tradiConal lands are the geographic area occupied by the ancestors for 
community, social, economic and spiritual purposes. Carrier and Sekani place names exist for every 
physical feature and place that are occupied. Each name reflects the significance of the feature or 
site and provides us with historical informaCon to the rich history and extensive knowledge of the 
land and its resources (Takla NaCon, 2018a). Gitxsan people whose home territory comprises most of 
the Skeena area tradiConally form part of the Takla tradiConal group. 

The main community of Takla Landing lies within Indian Reserve (IR) #7 and IR #7A and is 0.78 square 
kilometers in area. TLFN has a total of 17 reserves including IR #7 and #7A and is about 8.094 square 
kilometers in area (Government of Canada, 2017a). Figure 3 below shows Takla Landing, IR #7 and IR 
#7 A.  

     
   Figure 3. Map of Takla Landing, Indian Reserve #7 and #7A. Prepared by TLFN Housing Department. 
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All the reserves of TLFN with their local names, their locaCon and their respecCve area are shown in 
Figure 4 below. IR #1, DriSwood River is the biggest reserve areawise, followed by IR #12 North Takla 
Lake (Germansen Landing), and IR #9 (Ferry Landing). IR #10 North Takla Lake (Bates Creek/Bulkley 
House) is the smallest areawise followed by IR #1C Bear Lake (Tsaytut Island), and IR #2 Bear Lake 
(Kotsine) (Government of Canada, 2017a). 

Reserve name Area (Square km) 
IR# 1 Dri\wood River 2.038 
IR# 1 A Bear Lake (Upper Dri\wood River) 0.13 
IR# 1 B Bear Lake (Tsaytut Bay) 0.20 

IR# 1 C Bear Lake (Tsaytut Island) 0.016 
IR# 2 Bear Lake (Kotsine) 0.02 
IR# 3 Bear River (Sustut River) 0.129 
IR# 4 Bear Lake (Fort Connelly) 0.187 
IR# 5 Tsupmeet (Patcha Creek) 0.615 
IR# 6 Klewaduska (Cataract) 0.2 
IR# 7 North Takla Lake 
IR# 7A North Takla Lake 
(also known as Takla Landing) 

0.631 
0.148 

IR# 8 North Takla Lake (West Landing/West 
Arm) 

0.651 

IR# 9 Takla Lake (Ferry Landing) 0.66 
IR# 10 North Takla Lake (Bates Creek/ Bulkley 
House) 

0.012 

IR# 11 Cheztainya Lake 0.648 
IR#11A North Takla Lake (Old Landing) 0.526 
IR#12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing) 1.283 

Total 8.094  
 
Figure 4. TLFN reserve names with area. Adapted from Government of Canada (2017a). 

SecCon 1.2: TLFN demographic profile 

As per the ISC January 2019 data, the registered populaCon of TLFN is 828 people. Takla has a 
registered populaCon of 207 people on-reserve (IR #7 and IR #7A), which is about 25% of the total 
registered populaCon, among which 109 are males and 98 are females (Government of Canada, 
2019). There are 12 registered people who live on other First NaCons reserves which is about 1.5% of 
the total registered populaCon, among which 8 are males and 4 are females. The rest of the 
populaCon, about 609 people live off-reserve which is about 73.5% of the total registered 
populaCon, among which 268 are males and 341 are females (Government of Canada, 2019). Figure 
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5 below shows the registered populaCon of TLFN as of January 2019. The main reasons for most of 
the populaCon living off-reserve have to do with educaCon, employment, and housing6.  

Residency No. of people 
Registered males on own reserve (IR# 7 and 
7A) 

109 

Registered females on own reserve (IR# 7 and 
7A)  

 98 

Total registered populaCon on own reserve 207 (25%) 
Registered males on other reserves 8 
Registered females on other reserves 4 
Total registered populaCon on other 
reserves 

12 (1.5%) 

Registered males off-reserve 268 
Registered females off-reserve 341 
Total registered populaCon off-reserve 609 (73.5%) 
Total registered PopulaCon 828 (100%)  

 
Figure 5. Registered populaCon of TLFN as of January 2019. Adapted from Government of Canada 
(2019). 

The registered populaCon of TLFN has grown over the years. From 2011 to 2015, a period of 4 years, 
the populaCon has increased by 12.6% or at a rate of 3.15% annually (Government of Canada, 2013; 
Government of Canada, 2018a). Similarly, from 2015 to 2019, the populaCon has grown by 4.28% or 
at a rate of 1.07% annually. Thus, in a period of 7 years, from 2011 to 2019, the registered populaCon 
of Takla has grown by 17.45% or at a rate of 2.5% annually (Government of Canada, 2013; 
Government of Canada, 2018a; Government of Canada, 2019). The increase in populaCon between 
2011 to 2019 have been driven by two main factors. From 2011 to 2015, the populaCon increase is 
driven by an increase in both on-reserve and off-reserve members, with off-reserve members 
growing by a larger percentage. The on-reserve members grew by 6.1% while the off-reserve 
members grew by 21.2% between 2011 to 2015. This trend of increase in off-reserve members have 
conCnued at a higher percentage in the next 4 years. From 2015 to 2019, the increase in registered 

                                                             
6 TLFN provides K-9 school and support services in Takla Landing through Nus Wadeelzuhl Community School 
(NWCS) and the Adult EducaCon Centre. To finish grade 12, Takla students have to a[end provincial schools in 
Prince George, Fort St. James and Vanderhoof. As a result, many families move out when their oldest child 
leaves for high school in the neighbouring ciCes. The community also has an Adult EducaCon Centre that 
provides adult upgrading program at the community for mature students. However, most adults have to leave 
the community for post-secondary educaCon. 
The primary employers for the community members in Takla is the NaCon, the forestry and the mining sector. 
Most of the jobs in the forestry and mining sector tend to be seasonal. As a result, community members have 
to travel or live in neighbouring ciCes for other jobs. 
TLFN is currently a li[le over capacity with housing and has members living off-reserve. 
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populaCon is primarily because of an increase in off-reserve members. The off-reserve members in 
this Cme grew by 66.9% while the on-reserve members declined by 51.8%.   

While most of the populaCon growth in this Cme period is based on birth and death rate, a 
significant proporCon of the growth is also because of new members transferring in to the band 
based on their heritage. For instance, in 2018 Annual General Assembly, about 25 members 
transferred in to Takla NaCon pushing the total populaCon to 853 members and off-reserve 
populaCon to 634 members or 74.32% of the total populaCon.  

Between 2011 to 2015, on-reserve male members grew by 2.5% while on-reserve female members 
grew by 9.7% (Government of Canada, 2013; Government of Canada, 2018a). In the same Cme, off-
reserve male members grew by 29.13% and off-reserve female members grew by 15.5%. However, 
between 2015 to 2019, male on-reserve members declined by 46.6% and female on-reserve 
members declined by 56.4% (Government of Canada, 2018a; Government of Canada, 2019). During 
the same Cme, off-reserve male members grew by 63.41% and female off-reserve members grew by 
69.65%. Figure 6A and Figure 6B below summarizes the growth in the registered populaCon of TLFN 
from 2011 to 2015 and 2015 to 2019. 

 
 
Figure 6 A. TLFN Registered Indian PopulaCon by Sex and Residence, 2011, 2015 and 2019. Adapted 
from Government of Canada (2013), Government of Canada (2018a), and Government of Canada 
(2019). 
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	 2011 2015 2019 
Residency # of people # of people # of people 
Registered males on-reserve 199 204 109 
Registered females on-
reserve 

205 225     98 

Total registered populaCon 
on-reserve 

404  429 207 

Registered males off-reserve 127 164 268 
Registered females off-
reserve 

174 201 341 

Total registered populaCon 
off-reserve 

301 365 609 

Total registered PopulaCon 705 794 828 
 
Figure 6 B. TLFN registered populaCon by sex and residence, 2011, 2015 and 2019. Adapted from 
Government of Canada (2013), Government of Canada (2018a), and Government of Canada (2019). 

SecCon 1.3: TLFN housing profile-Takla Landing 

As per TLFN’s Housing Department, the NaCon currently owns 87 residenCal units in Takla Landing 
(IR #7 and IR #7A). This includes 70 porQolio houses, 5 teacherages, and 12 TLFN-owned CMHC-
assisted SecCon 95 rental houses. The NaCon also has 6 new residenCal units (New Metric Modular 
Passive duplexes) and a 6-plex that is in the planning stage. From 2017 to 2018, the Housing 
Department of TLFN increased the number of houses occupied from 71 to 81. By 2019, the Housing 
Department aims to increase the number of occupied houses to 94. All the houses in Takla Landing 
are band-owned with construcCon funded either through ISC and Ministerial loan or through ISC and 
CMHC subsidy (these houses are known as TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental houses). 
There are no privately built houses on these two reserves.  

The PorQolio 70 houses are older houses that were built before 2000 and are band-owned. As per 
Councilor Wilma Abraham, the oldest house in this category was built someCme in the 1980’s. It is 
unknown how these houses were built, most likely, using federal housing subsidies combined with 
NaCon’s own funds. 38 units were constructed between the early 1980’s and 1994, of which 7 
included addiConal housing subsidies as a result of Bill C-31 which iniCated a sudden increase in the 
membership of some First NaCons. Bill C-31 houses are discussed in more details in the last secCon, 
SecCon 6. None of the houses built prior to 1995 have outstanding construcCon loans any longer.  

Subsequently, Phase 5 (1995) consists of 10 units. Phase 6 (1996), and Phase 7 (1997) all consist of 
10 units. The NaCon used ISC housing subsidies and housing loans secured with the Ministerial Loan 
Guarantee Program to finance the construcCon of these 30 houses. As per data from the Finance 
Department, the three loans on these three phases of construcCon will be paid in full within 5 years 
which means that this money will be freed up and can be reallocated by the NaCon for other 
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purposes in the next budget process. The remaining principal prorated to each of these 30 houses 
range from $50,000 to $134,000 depending on their original cost of construcCon. Figure 7 below 
shows the mortgage summary.  

Mortgage Year No. 
of 
units  

Total mortgage 
amount 

Rate 
of 
intere
st 

Amor
Czed 
over 
no. of 
years 

Total costs 
to TLFN per 
year 

Final 
maturi
ty date 

#5 1995 10 $616,324.24 3.27% 19.75 $54,839.02 Feb 
2021 

#6 1996 10 $857,576.32 3.27% 19.75 $73,410.82 Oct 
2023 

#7 1997 10 $835,308.06 3.25% 22.5 $71,275.91 Oct 
2023 

Total  30 $2,309,208.62   $199,525.75  

 
Figure 7. PorQolio 70 (Phase 5, 6, and 7) houses mortgage (loan) details. Data from TLFN Housing and 
Finance Departments and 2018 consolidated financial statements TLFN. 

The teacherages in Takla Landing were built with funding support from ISC through the NaCon’s 
EducaCon Department. Currently, there are 5 teacherages in the community. The total esCmated 
cost of construcCng the two most recent teacherages was $898,331 ($449,165 each). The old duplex 
teacherage, which has now been replaced, will be added to the PorQolio 70 following extensive 
refurbishment during the summer of 2019. 

The TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental houses were built in two phases in the recent 
years. The first phase, Phase 8 consists of 4 single-family dwellings, and the second phase, Phase 9 
consists of 2 more single-family dwellings and 2 triplex units (6 individual units) were built. All 12 
units were completed by February 1, 2014 when families moved in and the two loans will amorCze 
over 25 years. During this Cme the houses will receive a monthly subsidy from CMHC for all the 12 
units. The CMHC housing subsidy is discussed in detail in SecCon 2.1, Housing Subsidies on-reserves- 
ISC and CMHC Programs. 

The new Metric Modular Passive duplexes (6 units) were constructed in 2018 with about 1.65 million 
funding from ISC’s 2016 Budget as per Takla NaCon’s Housing Manger. The land preparaCon and 
foundaCon work was paid by the NaCon.  

The 6-plex currently at the planning stage has been approved for 8,50,000 funding from CMHC 
SecCon 95 on-reserve Non-profit Rental Housing Program with further expenses being the 
responsibility of the NaCon. 
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The NaCon has 10 houses in Takla Landing that are currently unoccupied. There are 7 houses that are 
vacant and need to be renovated to varying degrees prior to occupancy (#10, #34, #53, #57, #71, 
#95, #114). There is also 1 burned down house (#41) and 2 condemned houses (#88, #100). The 
Housing Department is considering demolishing the 3 burnt down/condemned houses and puvng 
the 7 vacant houses into use by next year.  

There are 50 surveyed vacant lots in Takla Landing. The Housing Department is working towards 
categorizing these vacant lots according to suitability for residenCal construcCon. Unfortunately, 
most vacant lots appear to be prohibiCvely expensive to make ‘shovel ready’ for construcCon of new 
houses. In most cases, it appears that money would be be[er spent to develop a new subdivision 
elsewhere, but it will take Cme to get ISC approval for lots outside the current reserve boundaries. 

Figure 8 below shows a summary of all the different types of housing units (occupied, unoccupied 
and new) in Takla Landing. A more detailed list of the housing units along with their current 
occupants, the different phases in which they were built, no. of bedrooms, no. of people in the 
houses, and maintenance fees is provided in Figure A1 in the Appendix. 

Phases No. of units 
Poriolio houses 
Pre-1995 houses excluding Bill C-31 houses 31 
Pre-1995 Bill C-31 houses 7 
Phase 5 10 
Phase 6 10+2 (a duplex teacherage was recently 

switched to regular use) 
Phase 7 10 
Total Poriolio band-owned houses 70  
Poriolio houses currently occupied 64 
Teacherages 5  
TLFN-owned CMHC assisted single family units and triplex 
Phase 8  4  
Phase 9  2  
TLFN-owned CMHC assisted single family 
units 

6  

Phase 9 2 (3 units each) 
TLFN-owned CMHC assisted triplex 6  
Total TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 
rental houses 

12  

Total residenCal units occupied 81 
  New Metric Modular Passive duplexes 6 

ResidenCal units in planning stage (6-plex) 6 
Houses unoccupied (Single dwelling units) 
Vacant house unCl renovated (PorQolio 70) 7 
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Burned down house (Phase unknown) 1 
Condemned house (Phase unknown) 2 
Total houses unoccupied 10 
Total surveyed vacant lots 50 

 
Figure 8. Housing units in Takla Landing (IR# 7 and IR# 7A). Data from TLFN Housing Department. 

The housing in Takla Landing is a mix of single-family dwelling units (2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms), 
duplexes (3 and 2 bedroom), and triplexes (2 bedrooms) as per the Housing Department. The NaCon 
is also planning a 6-plex (1 bedroom) in Takla Landing. Majority of the houses are single-family 
dwellings. There are about six (2 bedroom) single-family dwellings, forty-six (3 bedroom) single-
family dwellings, fourteen (4 bedroom) single-family dwellings, and one (5 bedroom) single-family 
dwelling. The rest are duplexes and triplexes. There are two 3 bedroom duplexes, one 2 bedroom 
duplex, and two 2 bedroom triplexes. Figure 9 shows the different types of housing in Takla Landing. 

Housing type	 No. of bedrooms	 No. of units	
Single-family dwellings Poriolio 70 
houses  
Pre-1995 

 
2 
3 
4 

 
6 
24 
2 

Total  32 
Phase 5 
 

3 
4 

9 
1 

Total  10 
Phase 6 3 

 
4 
5 

6+2 (previously 
teacherage duplex) 
3 
1 

Total  12 
Phase 7 3 

                                                                                     
 
4 

8 (2 of the units are 
part of a 3 bedroom 
duplex)                                               
2 

Total  10 
TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted Single-family 
dwellings 
Phase 8 
Phase 9 

 
 
4 
4 

 
 
4 
2 

Total  6 
TLFN-owned CMHC -assisted Triplex 
Phase 8 

 
 
 

 
  2 

 
 
 

 
3 (3 of the units are 
part of one triplex) 
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Phase 9 2 3 (3 of the units are 
part of the other 
triplex) 

Total  6 
Teacherages  2                                                                         

                                                             
3 

2 (2 of the units are 
part of one duplex)                                                               
3  

Total  5 
Single-family dwelling/TLFN-owned 
CMHC-assisted Single-family dwellings  
and Triplex/Teacherage 
 

2                                                              
3                                                             
4                                                             
5 

14                                                         
52                                                      
14                                                         
1 

Grand Total  81 

 
Figure 9. Types of housing in Takla Landing. Data from TLFN Housing Department. 

Most of the PorQolio 70 houses require significant renovaCon work, parCcularly those constructed 
prior to 1995. In the summer of 2017, the Chief and Council commi[ed $250,000 for housing 
renovaCons. Between fiscal 2018-2019 and fiscal 2020-2021, the NaCon is expected to spend 
approximately $3 million to upgrade the houses in Takla Landing (Takla NaCon, 2018b). Currently, the 
funding for renovaCons of the exisCng houses on-reserve comes from ISC, CMHC, and the NaCon as 
discussed in SecCon 2.1: Housing Subsidies on-reserve: ISC and CMHC programs. However, federal 
funding from ISC and CMHC to assist with majority of the renovaCons is expected to end aSer fiscal 
2020-2021 based on the assumpCon that all houses will have been brought up to a good state of 
repair and will only require preventaCve maintenance and the scheduled replacement of major 
capital items when they reach the end of their useful life (example heaCng systems, flooring, 
appliances). From fiscal 2020-21 onwards, it is anCcipated that a combinaCon of own-source revenue 
combined with maintenance fees paid by occupants will be the source of operaCng revenue for 
PorQolio 70. 

As per TLFN’s Housing Manager, George Richardson, once renovaCons are complete, the annual cost 
of maintenance of all the housing stock in Takla Landing would be about $650,000. It is anCcipated 
that any porCon of the budget subsidized by the NaCon would be used to subsidize the maintenance 
fees of Elders and people with disabiliCes. Currently, the maintenance fees are lower partly because 
people are not used to paying and partly because many of the houses are not yet in a good state of 
repair. 

There are about 230 people including adults and children, and temporary residents7 currently living 
in the houses in Takla Landing according to the housing data made available by the Housing 
Department. The total number of adults that are 18 and over are 169. There are 25 adults that are 
elders (65+), 10 adults that are junior elders between ages 55-64 and 134 adults that are between 

                                                             
7 Temporary residents in this case means members who do not live in Takla generally but have been living with 
family or extended family for 0-6 months because of seasonal work, education or family situation. 
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ages 18-54. There are also 61 children between ages 0-17. 13 children in this age range are under 5 
years, 41 are a[ending the Nus Wadeelzuhl community school (NWCS) and are between ages 5-13, 
and lastly, 7 children have finished grade 9 and are between the ages 14-17. There are 4 people (all 
adults) that are temporarily living in the houses.  

A large proporCon of adults, about 75%, live in PorQolio 70 houses. The rest live in TLFN-owned CMHC-
assisted duplexes, triplexes and teacherages. Figure 10 shows the number of people in different age 
groups living in houses in Takla Landing.  

 

Figure 10. No. of people by populaCon type living in Takla Landing. Data from TLFN Housing 
Department. 

As per TLFN’s Community Housing Policy (CHP)8, people living in the band-owned PorQolio 70 
houses, and TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental houses, duplexes and triplexes all have to 
pay the maintenance fee. The maintenance fee is a monthly charge for living in a NaCon-owned 
housing unit. This fee is used by the Housing Department to cover some or all the operaCng 
expenses involved in running the NaCon’s housing porQolio. However, only about half of the houses 
pay maintenance fees as some member residents believe that they own the houses and hence do 
not need to pay any maintenance fees.  

                                                             
8 CHP is a ‘living policy document’ approved by Council that lays out the housing policy on-reserve in Takla. 
With CHP, the Nation aims to promote the prudent stewardship of community housing assets, promote clarity 
in how housing decisions are made, and to ensure members have access to healthy, safe and adequate shelter 
for living at Takla Landing. 
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Members that currently pay maintenance fees include mostly NaCon employees unless exempted 
such as teachers and employees in managerial posiCons. The teacherages, which house the teachers 
of the community school and the adult educaCon centre are exempt from maintenance fees so that 
the NaCon can retain the teachers in the school which can be difficult as the community is remote. 
Similarly, other hard-to-a[ract and retain employees such as the Band Manager, Housing Manager, 
Public Works Manager are also exempt from paying maintenance fees. 

Currently, the pre-1995 houses have a maintenance fee of $200, and the newer houses constructed 
between 1995 and 2000 have a maintenance fee of $300. It is anCcipated that once the houses have 
received major renovaCon work (over $40,000 per unit) maintenance fees will increase regardless of 
when they were built.  

The TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 houses have a maintenance fees of $250 for 2 bedroom 
triplex housing units and $500 for 4 bedroom single-family dwelling units and $500 for 3 bedroom 
duplex units. The intenCon of the CMHC SecCon 95 program is for the 12 TLFN-owned CMHC-
assisted units to be funded enCrely by a combinaCon of CMHC subsidy and maintenance fees. 
However, since the program’s incepCon, TLFN has been covering the maintenance fees associated 
with these units for members who are not fee exempt or on social assistance. The objecCve of the 
program is for maintenance fees to cover one-third of the expenses and CMHC subsidy to cover two-
thirds of the expenses. The CMHC-assisted 6-plex which is in the planning stage will be governed by 
the same sCpulaCons. 

The Metric modular Passive duplexes have a maintenance fee of $500 effecCve from April 2019. 
These fees are expected to be enough to cover all operaCng costs given that there is no loan 
financing like with the ISC financed construcCon, and the units have been designed to require 
extremely low ongoing maintenance costs. Sufficient funds should be built up in the earlier years of 
operaCng to cover maintenance expenses and capital items replacements which are likely to start 
cosCng more in 7 to 10 years aSer construcCon. 

Figure 11 shows the maintenance fees associated with the NaCon-owned houses below. The 
maintenance fee will cover some or all of the operaCng expenses for the upkeep of the housing units 
aSer being renovated in the upcoming years. 

Maintenance fees 
Houses constructed prior to 1995:  $200 
Houses constructed between 1995 and 2000 $300 
Poriolio 70 homes which have received major 
renovaCons ($40,000+) 

To be determined 

TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental 
duplex units 

3 bedrooms: $500 

TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 rental 
houses 

2 bedrooms triplex units: $250                        
4 bedrooms single family units: $500 
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1 bedroom six-plex (planning stage): 
$250 

New Metric Modular Passive duplexes 3 bedrooms: $500 
 
Figure 11. Monthly maintenance fees for band-owned houses. Data from Community Housing Policy, 
TLFN Housing Department and George Richardson, Housing Manager TLFN. 

The esCmated annual maintenance fee revenue from PorQolio 70 band-owned houses is $331,200 as 
shown in Figure 12 below. However, not all the residents pay maintenance fees. Many residents 
living in PorQolio 70 houses believe that they own the houses and hence do not need to pay any 
maintenance fees to the NaCon. Some of the member residents are also on Social Assistance and 
hence do not pay maintenance fees directly. The Housing Department is trying to bring more 
awareness about maintenance fees among members. In some of the PorQolio 70 houses, as the main 
populaCon residing is elderly, the NaCon might consider lowering or eliminaCng the maintenance 
fees. By the end of next year, TLFN’s Housing Department aims to implement maintenance fees for 
all the houses, and implement clear exclusions if they are to exist. 

Maintenance fees	 No. of 
units	

No. of 
bedrooms	

Amount per 
month	

Amount 
per year	

Original (Poriolio 70) 
houses 

6                                                     
49                          
8                                
1                        

2                               
3                               
4                               
5 

$1,200                             
$14,700                             
$2,400                            
$300 

$14,400            
  $176,400 
  $28,800 
  $3,600                       

TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted 
Single-family dwellings 

6 4 $3,000   $36,000 

TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted 
triplex 

6 2 $1,500   $18,000 

TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted 
6-plex (planning stage) 

6 1 $1,500 $18,000 

New Metric Modular 
Passive duplexes 
(esCmated) 

6 3 $3,000   $36,000 

Total 82  $27,600 $331,200 

Note: For simplicity purposes, maintenance fees of PorQolio 70 houses that have received major 
renovaCons is assumed to be $300. 

Figure 12. Annual esCmated maintenance fees from band-owned houses. Data from TLFN Housing 
Department.  

Overcrowding is generally not an issue in Takla Landing, unlike other on-reserve communiCes, most 
likely because people have moved away from the community when housing isn’t available rather 
than join family in a single unit. However, there are candidates on the waitlist for a house in the 
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community. ApplicaCons are accepted on an ongoing basis. Currently, there are about 70 
applicaCons from members living both on-reserve and off-reserve. As such, preference will be given 
to the applicants who are willing to move back permanently to the reserve. When reallocaCng vacant 
homes, the extended family of the previous occupant is consulted to determine who will assume 
occupancy next. 

The main challenges in housing in Takla Landing is to ensure that members understand that the 
houses are band-owned houses, that payment of maintenance fees is important to cover the 
operaCng expenses of maintaining the housing stock in Takla Landing, and that the houses where 
people do not live year-round are not to be used as storage houses.  

SecCon 1.4: TLFN housing profile- Satellite communiCes 

Apart from the houses in Takla Landing, there are also houses in Takla’s satellite communiCes. As per 
Keith West, from the Lands Department, and Ann Abraham from the Social Development 
Department there are about 50 houses (mostly cabins) and 4 trailers in all the satellite communiCes 
combined. Figure 13 below shows the number of houses in different satellite communiCes. As per 
Cody Johnny from the Housing Department, all the houses are privately-owned and built by families 
themselves using their own funds or someCmes parCal funding provided by the NaCon’s own source 
revenues, especially when the housing demonstrates on-going occupaCon of the tradiConal territory, 
which is highly relevant to the NaCons rights, Ctle and interests on the land. These houses are mostly 
used in summer by families for hunCng and fishing. However, there are a few houses where families 
live year-round. 

According to the Housing Department, these houses were sCck-built, that is, built on site. The houses 
have no plumbing or hydro. Among the satellite communiCes, IR #4 Bear Lake (Fort Connelly) has 9 
houses, IR# 10 North Takla Lake (Bates Creek/Buckley House) has 7 houses and 1 trailer, IR #1A Bear 
Lake (Upper DriSwood River) has 6 houses and IR #12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing) has 6 
houses. 

Some families live year-round in the houses in IR# 10 North Takla Lake (Bates Creek/Buckley House), 
IR# 12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing), Wolverine and IR# 1 DriSwood River and IR# 1 A 
(Upper DriSwood River) as per Keith West. In Hogam, people live 3 quarters of a year or 9 months. In 
all other satellite communiCes, people live seasonally, mostly in the summer. 

Satellite reserves No. of house(s)/trailers privately owned 
IR# 1 Dri\wood River 1 house 
IR# 1 A Bear Lake (Upper Dri\wood River) 6 houses 
IR# 1 B Bear Lake (Tsaytut Bay) None 
IR# 1 C Bear Lake (Tsaytut Island) None 
IR# 2 Bear Lake (Kotsine) 3 houses 
IR# 3 Bear River (Sustut River) 1 house 
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IR# 4 Bear Lake (Fort Connelly) 9 houses 
IR# 5 Tsupmeet (Patcha Creek) None 
IR# 6 Klewaduska (Cataract) 1 house 
IR# 8 North Takla Lake (West Landing/ West 
Arm) 

3 houses 

IR# 9 Takla Lake (Ferry Landing) None 
IR# 10 North Takla Lake (Bates Creek/ Buckley 
House) 

7 houses and 1 trailer 

IR# 11 Cheztainya Lake None 
IR#11A North Takla Lake (Old Landing) 1 house 
IR#12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing) 6 houses 
Wolverine 2 houses 
Aiken Lake 2 houses 
Hogam 3 houses 
Usilinka 5 houses and 3 trailers 
 50 houses and 4 trailers 

 
Figure 13. Housing units in Takla’s satellite communiCes. Data from Keith West, Lands Department 
and Ann Abraham, Social Development Department. 

In summary, the NaCon has about 87 residenCal units in Takla Landing and 50 houses and 4 trailers in 
the satellite communiCes. With a growing populaCon and an expected increase in members moving 
back to Takla due to increase in work opportuniCes, managing housing will become more crucial.  

The NaCon is forming a Housing Commi[ee in 2019 to assist with future housing decisions.  As per 
the DraS Terms of References, the Commi[ee will comprise of 4 to 6 community representaCves, 
and upto 4 members from TLFN administraCon and Council and 1 external advisor. Community 
representaCves are appointed through the Council Commi[ee process. At iniCaCon, 3 community 
representaCves will be appointed for 2 years and 3 community representaCves for 3 years.  

ASer the first round of staggered appointments, community representaCves are appointed for 3 year 
terms; staggered end dates support conCnuity and knowledge sharing. A community representaCve 
can serve up to 6 consecuCve years on Housing Commi[ee if reappointed by Council. In 
extraordinary circumstances (i.e. no one else puts their name forward or no one fits the 
qualificaCons criteria) Council may extend the consecuCve terms. The external advisor (not a Takla 
NaCon member), preferably a lawyer or a trusted individual respected by the NaCon’s leadership and 
membership is appointed for a 3 year term by Council and is contracted by the NaCon to provide 
services. 

This Housing Commi[ee will support the Housing Department’s efforts to administer costs, promote 
understanding and enforcement of CHP, parCcipate in community consultaCons regarding CHP and 
housing issues in the coming years (Takla NaCon, 2018b). The commi[ee will also advise the Council 
and Housing Department about community housing concerns, apply fair and equitable methods to 
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recommend to Council to allocate housing resources including vacant units and maintenance 
budgets, and lastly gather housing informaCon to enhance strategic planning for the community 
(Takla NaCon, 2018b). 
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SecCon 2: Housing support on-reserve- Overview and historical 
Cmeline 

The Government of Canada supports First NaCons in providing safe and affordable housing on-
reserve. Department of Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) and Canada Mortgage and Housing 
CorporaCon (CMHC) are two main federal organizaCons that assist First NaCons in meeCng their on-
reserve housing needs (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003). CMHC became involved in 
on-reserve housing in the late 1970’s. Both the organizaCons are decentralized and provide 
assistance to First NaCons through their own programs that are not mutually exclusive. As per the 
report of the Auditor General to the House of Commons, the two organizaCons have provided First 
NaCons with about $3.8 billion over the last 10 years for on-reserve housing (Office of the Auditor 
General of Canada, 2003). 

Figure 14 below shows a historical Cmeline of the major steps in programs and policies taken by the 
Government of Canada regarding First NaCons housing over the years. 

 

 

Figure 14. Historical Cmeline of the major steps taken by the Government of Canada in First NaCons 
Housing. Data from Brant (2000). 

1960 Welfare Housing Program: In the 1960’s, the Department of Indian Affairs or as currently 
known as ISC introduced the Welfare Housing Program to assist people who had incomes under 
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$2500 per year (Brant, 2000). Majority of the people living on-reserve fell into that category. Prior to 
this program, a Royal Commission Report, popularly known as the Hawthorne Report, recommended 
policies aimed at integraCng and supporCng the movement of people away from the reserves (Brant, 
2000). While many people moved away from the reserves, they faced conCnued marginalizaCon 
through urban poverty and racial intolerance. Many people moved back to the reserve. The back and 
forth migraCon of people put pressure on the government to provide further assistance with housing 
(Brant, 2000). 

1965 Housing Subsidy Program: In 1965, the federal cabinet approved a five-year housing program 
to eliminate the previous backlog in housing and provide for the increasing needs of on-reserve 
populaCons. This was undertaken using three different programs. The first program was a housing 
subsidy program, the second program was an Indian On-Reserve program, and the third program was 
a band-administered housing program (Brant, 2000). Presently, all these programs are acCve in one 
form or another. The purpose of the housing subsidy program was to provide subsidies to a First 
NaCon for new residenCal construcCon and the renovaCon and rehabilitaCon of exisCng houses. The 
housing subsidy started at $7000 in 1966, increased to $10,000 in 1973, $12,000 in 1977 and to 
$22,125 in 1980 (Brant, 2000). Currently, the housing subsidy to the First NaCons is around $40,000 
per unit. 

As the First NaCons received the housing subsidy as an allocaCon, and with no other source of 
revenue except from own sources, it became standard to construct the houses for the amount that 
was provided under the program i.e. $40,000. The quality of construcCon of the houses thus 
suffered. More importantly, the process was ingrained that ISC was building the houses, and 
individuals need not take any responsibility for the houses (Brant, 2000).  

1996 On-Reserve Housing Policy: In 1996, a new version of the on-reserve housing policy was 
introduced to provide greater flexibility and more control to First Nations over their housing policies 
and programs. However, this policy did not apply to First Nations in BC (Government of Canada, 
2008). The Policy was based on four elements: 

• First NaCon control (community-based housing programs) 

• First NaCon experCse (capacity development) 

• Shared responsibility (shelter charges and ownership opCons) 

• Be[er access to private capital (debt financing) 

The two main programs that First Nations in BC have access for housing funding are the Housing 
Subsidy Program or the New Approach for Housing Support. 

1997 On-Reserve Non-profit Rental Housing Program (Section 95): Until 1997, CMHC provided a 
subsidy up to an amount that would reduce the interest rate on housing capital costs to two-
percent; known as the two-percent write down (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003). In 
1997, the CMHC revised the program to allow flexibility in determining number and type of units 
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within the subsidy dollars allocated. The revised program was known as on-reserve non-profit rental 
housing program (Section 95). Under this program, CMHC provides a “deep subsidy” which covers 
the difference between estimated expenditures and anticipated rental income for each approved 
project (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003). The objective of the program is to help First 
Nations make quality affordable housing options available to low-income households living on-
reserves. Section 95 has been used primarily to subsidize new construction although it permits 
renovations (Government of Canada, 2013).  

1982 EvaluaCon of the 1960 Housing Subsidy Program: In 1982, the 1960 housing subsidy program 
was evaluated, and a posiCon paper was set out which further clarified the roles of First NaCons and 
of the federal government, staCng that the government's role in the delivery of the houses was by 
then 'residual.' A major evaluaCon of the program was undertaken which concluded that housing on-
reserve was seriously inadequate, and the government needs to provide more assistance 
(Government of Canada, 2008). 

SecCon 2.1: Housing subsidies on-reserves- ISC and CMHC programs 

Housing subsidies on reserves in BC are available through ISC’s Housing Subsidy Program and 
through the New Approach for Housing Support program. This lump sum payment per unit is the 
same regardless of whether the resulCng houses are built under the CMHC program or not, and vary 
according to the remoteness of a given First NaCon. However, in rare cases ISC will cover the full cost 
of construcCon, as the case with the construcCon of three duplexes in 2018 (2016 ISC budget 
dollars). Housing subsidies are also provided through CMHC on-reserve non-profit rental housing 
program (SecCon 95), but in contrast to the ‘up front’ ISC subsidies, CMHC subsidies are released on 
a monthly basis for as long as the NaCon makes loan (principal and interest payments) on the 
construcCon loans. The housing subsidies are based on the geographic and economic characterisCcs 
of a First NaCon community. Under this program, projects are expected to run significant operaCng 
surpluses during the earlier years of operaCon in order to be able to cover the operaCng deficits 
anCcipated in the la[er years by which Cme higher operaCng costs are anCcipated (whereas CMHC’s 
subsidy has remained constant over the life of the loan). A key component of this program is that if 
loan payments change during loan renewals, CMHC subsidy matches adjustments in the monthly 
loan payments dollar for dollar. In other words, even a large interest rate hike would not impact the 
operaCng budget because the increased loan expense would be matched by an equal increase in 
subsidy revenue provided by CMHC. 

While subsidies are a common form of housing support, there are other forms of housing support 
available for reserve communiCes through ISC and CMHC. Figure 15 below lists all the forms of 
housing support from ISC and CMHC that are currently operaCng (Government of Canada, 2011b). 
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ISC program Purpose 

Housing subsidy program There are four different kinds of ISC subsidies available through the 
Housing Subsidy Program: 

1. New home construction or purchase subsidies provided for 
the construction or purchase of permanent houses located 
on-reserve. 

2. Renovation subsidies for renovations that extend the 
structural and/or mechanical life expectancy of the home by 
at least fifteen (15) years. The maximum allowable 
renovation subsidy is fifty per cent (50 per cent) of a new 
home subsidy. 

3. Mould renovation subsidies to assist with mold remediation 
which can be more complicated and costlier than regular 
renovation. The maximum allowable subsidy for mould 
renovation is up to the full new home subsidy amount. 

4. Building inspection subsidies to assist with building 
inspection costs incurred during construction, purchase or 
renovation. 

New approach for housing 
support (NAHS) 

NAHS has three streams: 
1. Stream 1 provides funding to help First NaCons establish a 

housing strategy that works for their community, including 
planning, policy development, and training/capacity building 
opportuniCes. 

2. Stream 2 provides funding for housing construcCon or 
renovaCon. 

3. Stream 3 provides funding for lot development and subsidies 
for new housing. 

Ministerial loan 
guarantee 

Assist First NaCons in accessing loans for housing on-reserve. 

Shelter allowance An allowance paid to assist with the costs of rental housing and 
uCliCes, paid to income assistance recipients, at rates largely 
established by provincial governments. 

CMHC program Purpose 

On-reserve non-profit 
rental housing program 
(Sec<on 95) 

Provides full subsidies to cover the difference between eligible 
project costs and project revenues. 
Direct lending is offered to all exisCng SecCon 95 projects to help 
reduce loan costs. 

Residen<al rehabilita<on 
assistance program 
(RRAP) 

Funding to repair exisCng houses. 

Home adapta<ons for 
seniors' independence 

Minor home modificaCon for seniors. 
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Shelter enhancement 
program 

RenovaCon or construcCon/acquisiCon for shelters for vicCms of 
family violence. 

Aboriginal capacity 
development 

• Support to industry professional, such as the development of the 
NaCve InspecCon Services. 

• Builders' workshops, demonstraCon projects on innovaCve 
construcCon techniques, disseminaCon of research results, building 
trades courses, use of local building materials, NaConal Building 
Code. 

• Support to First NaCon housing administrators and occupants 
including training courses (SecCon 95, mortgage insurance), client 
counselling, rental arrears management, succession planning, 
communicaCons household maintenance. 

• Healthy housing - disseminaCng exisCng research findings 
parCcularly on indoor air quality. 

• Housing internship iniCaCves, as part of the Youth Employment 
Program. 
InformaCon transfer. 

Homeownership loan 
insurance (pilot) without 
MLG 

Allows for purchase, construcCon or renovaCon of a home on-
reserve for qualifying First NaCons communiCes. It allows eligible 
First NaCons to facilitate insured mortgage financing for qualifying 
NaCon members without a Ministerial Loan Guarantee. 

Na<onal Housing Act 
insurance and lending 

CMHC has developed a new on-reserve loan insurance product that 
provides insurance without using the MLG. 

First Na<ons market 
housing fund 

2007 Budget set aside $300 million for the fund. Serves as financial 
security for eligible First NaCon members to obtain home 
ownership, rental and renovaCons loans while leaving reserve land 
in communal ownership. 

 
Figure 15. Summary of ISC and CMHC housing support programs for on-reserve housing in BC. Data 
from Government of Canada (2016a), Government of Canada (2016b), Government of Canada 
(2011b). 

The Nation has 12 housing units, also known as TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted Section 95 rental houses 
that have received the ISC and CMHC housing subsidies in two phases. The total cost of building 
these units was $2,120,255. ISC provided a subsidy for 20% of the project costs, or $404,300. The 
rest of the project costs, or $1,716,225 was eligible for a loan from CMHC through Section 95 rental 
housing. The duration of the loan is 25 years at 2.08 % interest rate. The loans are due to mature in 
February 2039. The financial details for the CMHC units are provided in Figure 16 A below. 
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No. and type 
of units	

Final costs ISC 
housing 
subsidy 

Loan 
amount 

Interest 
rate 

Amortiz
ation 
period 

Annual 
loan 
payment 

4 units: 4 
bedroom 
(no 
basement) 

 $908,195  $161,720  $746,475 2.08%  25 years  $38,278 

2 units: 4 
bedroom 
single-
family 
dwelling 
6 units: 2 
bedroom 
row (no 
basement) 
(two three-
plexes) 

 $1,212,060  $242,580  $969,480 2.08% 25 years  $49,714 

Total 12 
units 

 $2,120,255 $404,300 
(19.06%) 

$1,716,225 
(80.94%) 

   $87,992 

 
Figure 16 A. Final costs, ISC Housing Subsidy and eligible loan amount as of July 2015. Data from 
Project operating agreement, CMHC reference # 22-696-710-002/ 47-708-800, amended July 17, 
2015 and 2018 consolidated financial statements TLFN. 

As per the CMHC Section 95 program, CMHC provides housing subsidies to cover the difference 
between the project’s operating costs and the minimum revenue contribution9. The total operating 
costs of the project was $153,872 which includes the annual loan payments and administration, 
audit, replacement reserve fund allocation and other costs. The annual minimum revenue 
contribution funded through maintenance fees and band funds was $46,848. The maximum annual 
subsidy was $107,024 which is the difference between the operating costs and the annual minimum 
revenue contribution. Figure 16 B below provides all the relevant details. 

No. and type of units Total operating 
costs (includes 
annual loan 
payments) 

Annual minimum 
revenue 
contribution 

Maximum available 
annual subsidy (Total 
operating expenses 
less minimum 

                                                             
9 Minimum revenue contribution represents the revenue contribution funded through the collection of rent or 
maintenance fees or band funds or a combination of three on an annual basis. CMHC uses this contribution 
amount for its calculation of the housing subsidy amount. 
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revenue 
contribution) 

4 units: 4 bedroom (no 
basement 

$60,238 $19,296 $40,942 

2 units: 4 bedroom 
single-family dwelling 
6 units: 2 bedroom row 
(no basement) (two 
three-plexes) 

$93,634 $8,688 
 
 
$18,864 

$66,082 

Total 12 units $153, 872 $46,848 $107,024 
 
Figure 16 B. Operating costs, minimum revenue contribution and annual subsidy as of July 2015. 
Data from project operating agreement, CMHC reference # 22-696-710-002/ 47-708-800, amended 
July 17, 2015. 

In August 2017, the Housing Department estimated $3 million or $43,000 per unit in major 
renovations to bring the older Portfolio 70 houses to satisfactory condition. In the summer of the 
same year, the Nation allocated $250,000 for emergency repairs and replacement on 30 Portfolio 70 
houses in Takla Landing. The emergency repairs included roof replacements, window door repairs, 
renovations, wood stove replacement, wood, electrical furnaces servicing replacement, 
miscellaneous emergency, and electrical work. The costs related to emergency repairs and 
replacements and major housing renovations are provided in Figure A2 in the Appendix. These costs 
do not include labour costs to carry out the repairs and renovations. 

In addition to the emergency funding provided by the Nation, funding was also leveraged from ISC 
renovation subsidy and CMHC’s Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP) for major 
housing renovations. In 2018, the Housing Department undertook major housing renovations 
amounting to $758,450 on 33 Portfolio 70 houses. Multiple housing repairs were about $283,380 
followed by roof replacement $135,750 and heating system replacement $99,600. ISC provided 
$445,000 or 59% of the total costs of renovations. CMHC provided $250,000 for renovations in 4 
houses10 through RRAP, and Takla Lake First Nation (TLFN) provided the rest amounting to $63,450. 
Between 2017 and 2018, the Nation invested $1 million in emergency repairs and major housing 
renovations in Portfolio 70 houses. As per George Richardson, in two years 36 roofs, 35 heating 
systems, 20 porches, 53 exterior doors, and 155 windows have been replaced in the Portfolio 70 
houses which is great progress. Six Takla members have worked on these housing renovations in the 
last two years. 

As per the Housing Department, the Nation also covers other housing-related expenses besides 
repairs and renovations totalling $623,000. For instance, in 2018, the Nation spent $377,000 in 
minor repairs, preventative maintenance, property insurance, and outstanding loans. The Nation 

                                                             
10 The four houses were Unit#67, #103, #140 A, and #140 B. Units #67, #103 and #140 B received $65,575 each 
and #140 A received $53,275. 
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also spent $246,000 in office wages and benefits, utilities, office supplies, professional fees, travel, 
workshops/meetings, capacity building, and training.  

In the spring of 2007, the Nation hired a professional and experienced Housing Manager and a 
Housing Assistant which has greatly assisted the Nation with planning and maximizing access to 
available housing funding. The Nation covers the wages and benefits of the Manager and the 
Housing Assistant without any federal funding support. 

Both ISC and CMHC have introduced various housing programs over the years that support the 
construction and renovation of houses on-reserve. However, these programs have not been well-
coordinated. Unlike federal programs, CMHC programs are more targeted, with greater controls and 
reporting requirements for the use of funds. First Nations can combine both ISC and CMHC housing 
support programs together to increase the number of houses built on-reserve. The construction 
costs are generally financed by ISC subsidy and funds borrowed from CMHC which is then covered by 
Ministerial Loan Guarantee. Part of the operating costs includes capital and interest and are set by 
CMHC and covered by individuals (through payment of the maintenance fee) or by the Nation 
through own source revenues, and the rest is covered by a CMHC subsidy. The CMHC subsidy is 
calculated as the difference between loan payments and operating costs, and minimum revenue 
contribution (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003). The subsidy runs for the entire 
duration of the loan, typically 25 years to finance the construction of the project. If the individuals 
living in the houses are on social assistance, the individual’s contribution would then be financed by 
the federal Department’s Social Assistance Program. If the person is on social assistance for the 
entire duration of the subsidy, the house should be fully paid for and maintenance fees should be 
covered by the ISC and CMHC subsidy (Office of the Auditor General of Canada, 2003).  

While the housing support programs are important to build houses on-reserves, there are certain 
challenges with the programs. For instance, one of the major challenges with housing subsidies lies 
in the fact that these subsidies can only be accessed by the Nation if a member’s name is attached to 
it as per ISC’s housing subsidy policy. As a result, it leads to confusion about the ownership of the 
houses. The members think that they own the houses because their names are attached to the 
subsidy, however, they are houses owned by the Nation, for use by the members. As members think 
that they own the house, there are cases in the community where the members do not live in the 
house but use the house as a storage unit. The Housing Department is looking at options for better 
managing the housing stock on reserve. The other challenge is housing maintenance. If the houses 
are used as storage units, there is no regular maintenance of those houses, which has a long-term 
impact on housing stock in the community. The Housing Committee starting next year will work with 
the Housing Department to address these challenges through the CHP. As per the CHP, the Council 
has discretion over allocating the houses that are not used by members and are vacant to other 
members on the waitlist if not already allocated by the Housing Department based on the 
recommendations provided by the Housing Committee.  
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SecCon 3: Housing opCons in TLFN: Short-term and long-term 

There are both short-term and long-term consideraCons that the Housing Department and the 
NaCon have for housing in Takla. As per Takla’s Housing Manager, George Richardson some of the 
short-term consideraCons to create more housing on-reserve include: 

1. Categorizing vacant lots in Takla Landing: TLFN needs to categorize vacant lots in IR# 7 and IR# 7A 
into three categories:  a) suitable for residential construction (shovel ready for foundation work to 
begin), within reasonable cost parameters, b) unsuitable due to excessive cost, c) unsuitable due to 
environmental concerns. This project will help in determining a) how many ‘in-fill’ houses can be 
built on existing lots and b) how many houses can be built on the last remaining area of the reserve 
where water and sewer services can be extended until an Addition to Reserve is completed. This 
option provides the only way to identify how many houses can be added in the short term before 
additional land becomes available through an Addition to Reserve process whereby the Nation 
works with ISC to expand the land base of the reserve. The requested ISC funding to categorize the 
vacant lots in 2019 is $23,000. 
 

2. Small Senior’s houses: Following consultation with elders, TLFN will apply for 4 small houses (700 sq. 
ft approx.) for older members who have mobility issues which make living in their existing houses 
very difficult but want to live in the same general location. Takla will apply through CMHC’s Section 
95 First Nations Rental Housing Program. If CMHC approves the proposal, then ISC will provide 4 
subsidies of $40,430 or a total of $161,720. The total construction cost of these houses remains to 
be determined.  
 

3. Construction of a new subdivision: TLFN has applied for funding for a feasibility study on the 
construction of a small subdivision above Highland Spur on the last remaining piece of reserve land 
available in the area. The feasibility study will determine how many houses can be built in the short-
term before an Addition to Reserve is completed. The reason for building this new subdivision is that 
road and infrastructure work over the next few years within the community will bring increased 
demand for housing. Rising employment in forestry and mining sectors on TLFN’s traditional 
territory is also placing pressure on the housing supply. This demand for housing is in addition to the 
housing shortage being experienced by the members. The proposed new subdivision can be 
developed concurrently with other major infrastructure projects in the community and can provide 
much needed short-term housing for workers as well as meeting some of the long-term housing 
requirements of the community. 
 
As the Housing Committee takes shape over 2019-2020, much of the housing allocation and 
maintenance funding on IR# 7 and IR# 7A will become streamlined. The framework for governance 
and stewardship of the Nation’s housing assets are established in the Community Housing Policy. 
The Housing Committee will be an organized group of community members and staff appointed by 
Council to which the Council delegates advisory responsibilities including the promotion of clear 
communication on housing issues amongst membership, Council and the Housing Department, as 
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well as for making recommendations and/or decisions related to the fair and equitable allocation of 
vacant units and maintenance funding.  

In the long-term, there are several opCons to strengthen the housing on-reserve that the NaCon 
might consider. These include: 

4. Expanding IR# 7 to house more members: The Nation is considering an Addition to Reserve. An 
Addition to Reserve is a parcel of land added to the existing reserve land of a First Nation or that 
creates a larger reserve. The land can be added adjacent to the existing reserve land (contiguous) or 
separated from the existing reserve land (non-contiguous). The process for addition includes 
initiation (Band Council Resolution and Reserve Creation Proposal to ISC), assessment and review by 
ISC (issue of Letter of Support to First Nations with successful proposals), proposal completion 
(creating and executing a work plan to complete the proposal), and finally approval (approval by 
Minister of ISC by Ministerial order or approval by the Governor in Council for Order in Council 
proposals). The processing time for an Addition to Reserve can be long. TLFN has begun planning for 
the Addition to Reserve process. 
 

5. Extending housing support to members building houses on satellite communities: Currently, most 
of the satellite communities have summer houses. Satellite communities such as IR #10 Buckley 
House, IR# 1 and IR# 1A Driftwood, and IR# 12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing) have a few 
houses where some people live year-round. All the houses in the satellite communities are mostly 
privately built by members themselves or though partial funding provided by the Nation through its 
own source revenue. In the long term, the Nation could consider building houses for members 
through support from ISC and CMHC in the satellite communities. 
 

6. Rent-to-ownership of houses: The rent-to-ownership of houses on-reserve is a popular model that 
many First Nation communities have started to access. In this model, the Nation grants the tenant 
an option to purchase the unit given that the tenant has met the conditions of tenancy lease 
agreement, have been a legal tenant for at least 10 years, the financing of the unit is paid in full 
and/or the term of the lease agreement has expired, the option to purchase is exercised within 12 
months of the date that the financing has been paid in full and/or term of the lease has expired, and 
all rent and other charges have been paid  in full.  
 

7. Private ownership of houses by securing loans: In some communities, there is a long-standing 
practice of private ownership. Band members are able to purchase their houses with financing from 
a community’s revolving loan fund or by securing funding from a bank using the backing of First 
Nations Market Housing Fund or the Loan Insurance Program on-reserve with Ministerial Loan 
Guarantee. 
 

8. Tiny houses for singles and couples:  A small number of First Nation communities in BC and the rest 
of Canada have embraced tiny houses. One bedroom, 280 square foot, tiny houses cost less than 
$100,000 to build can be a good option for singles and couples who often live with their relatives or 
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a transition home due to lack of adequate housing on-reserve. While the high-quality construction of 
tiny houses costs a bit more than standard home construction, it does withstand better local 
weather conditions and has the added benefit of lower energy costs. While TLFN does not have a 
problem of overcrowding, it is an option that the community can explore for housing members who 
move to the community for a short period of time because of education, work or family emergency. 

 
The Nation has a host of short-term and long-term opportunities in terms of housing on-reserve. 
With the Housing Committee starting this year, the Housing Department and Chief and Council will 
have more support for housing management and governance in the community. 
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SecCon 4: Water treatment in Takla’s satellite communiCes 

The NaCon is considering water treatment in Takla’s satellite communiCes. For instance, IR # 4 Bear 
Lake (Fort Connelly) has 9 houses. Similarly, IR# 10 Buckley House has 7 houses and a trailer and IR# 
1A Upper DriSwood River has 6 houses and IR# 12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing) has 6 
houses. In some of these satellite communiCes, people live year around. In these communiCes, the 
current ground water source is high in minerals and metal content and not suitable for drinking or 
day to day use. The water quality characterisCcs cause bathroom and kitchen fixtures to deteriorate 
beyond repairs and they need constant replacement. The primary benefit of a water treatment 
system is to ensure that residents are provided with safe drinking water and to ensure that their 
health is not compromised due to lack of barriers to remove contaminants.  

As per Takla Lake First NaCon (TLFN)’s Public Works Manager, Ernie French-Downey, a thorough 
feasibility study is integral to planning further acCons to supply safe drinking water to these 
communiCes. Water and wastewater treatment/alternaCves are the only viable insurance to protect 
the health and safety of members. The feasibility study generally includes an assessment of the 
water source, both ground and surface water, which will then assist in determining which source is 
more viable in providing potable water to the residents. 

IdenCfying the needs and implementaCon of a watershed management plan will assist in allowing 
appropriate setbacks within the water source catchment zones to protect source water from 
contaminaCon. IdenCfying the requirements via feasibility, design, and execuCon will assist in the 
projecCons and courses of acCons to ensure that members health and safety is not compromised. 

Takla’s Public Works Department has applied to ISC for funding to do the feasibility on IR# 10 Buckley 
House. However, as all the houses in the satellite communiCes are privately built and owned, the 
NaCon would have to look for funding sources other than ISC to construct any systems. As per ISC’s, 
Corporate Manual System, privately-owned houses are not eligible for support for on-site water and 
wastewater systems through water and wastewater funding from ISC. Only new construcCon of 
centrally-managed on-site systems serving buildings owned by First NaCons are eligible under this 
policy (Government of Canada, 2011c).  

However, in the future, if the NaCon decides to build houses in these communiCes, it could apply to 
ISC for water and waste water system funding. To receive full or parCal funding from ISC for service 
to 5 or more households, the NaCon would have to follow the protocol for centralized drinking water 
systems in First NaCons communiCes. For service to 4 or fewer households, the NaCon would have to 
follow the protocol for decentralized (on site) water and waste water systems in First NaCons 
communiCes. 
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SecCon 5: ISC and CMHC reporCng requirements for housing 
funding  

The Housing Department submits various reports to ISC on housing at the planning, construcCon, 
implementaCon, and compleCon stages. For all current projects, the Department provides regular 
progress reports (Government of Canada, 2018b). A list of all the reports is provided below: 

• Community Infrastructure and Housing Asset Report: First Nations are required to submit an annual 
report to ISC on the condition of on-reserve housing infrastructure. This report assists the 
community with asset management, planning for long-term capital needs, and with identifying the 
capital operation and maintenance support required by ISC. 
 

• Asset Condition Reporting System Projects Annual Report: This report provides a record of the 
current physical condition of community assets such as buildings, roads, bridges, and water 
treatment systems funded for Operation and Maintenance by ISC. The data is useful in planning and 
budgeting for, as well as decision making, on these capital assets. 
 

• First Nation Infrastructure Investment Plan (FNIIP) Report: FNIIP report provides a five- year 
forecast of capital infrastructure and housing projects to support an economically stable future for 
First Nations. It is a useful tool for both First Nations and ISC’s capital budget planning. Takla has 
added three projects: building seniors home, categorizing vacant lots into lots ready for residential 
construction, and construction of a new subdivision. 
 

• Capital Projects Report: First Nations who receive funding from ISC submit project reports on capital 
and housing projects at every stage. The three main reports that the community submits are: 
progress report, provisional completion report, and a final completion report. 
 

• Progress Report: Progress report includes information on the progress of the 
project, revenues, expenditures, and additional funding needs to trigger the release 
of funds 

• Provisional Completion Report: Provisional completion report is the interim report 
on the project before its inspected. 

• Final Completion Report: Completion report is the final report (which includes a 
final building inspection report) that a First Nation submits to ISC once a project is 
completed. 

The Housing Department also reports to CMHC on two housing programs. For SecCon 95 On-Reserve 
Housing Program, the Department submits to CMHC annual audited financial statements within four 
months aSer the end of the NaCon’s fiscal year. The Housing Department of Takla lake First NaCon 
(TLFN) also supplies other informaCon related to the project and project units from Cme to Cme 
when requested by CMHC. Similarly, the Department reports on progress on housing renovaCons for 
the ResidenCal RehabilitaCon Assistance Program aSer they have been completed. 
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SecCon 6: Bill C-31-History and impacts on First NaCons 

A bill to amend the Indian Act, Bill C-31 was passed into law in April 1985 to bring the Indian Act into 
line with gender equality as per the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (University of BriCsh 
Columbia, 2009). The Indian Act was first introduced in 1876 and has been amended several Cmes, 
most significantly in 1951 and 1985, with changes focusing mainly on the gender discriminatory 
secCons of the Act (The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2018).  

Prior to 1985, any Indian woman who married a non-Indian, including American Indian and non-
status Aboriginal men in Canada would lose her status and with it, lose treaty benefits, health 
benefits, the right to live on her reserve, the right to inherit her family property, and even the right to 
be buried on the reserve with her ancestors.  However, if an Indian man married a non-status 
woman, he would keep all his rights. An Indian child would also lose status if their mother and 
grandmother had acquired Indian status through marriage, regardless of whether their father or 
grandfather had status, also known as the ‘double mother’ clause. Furthermore, if an Indian woman 
married another Indian man she would cease to be a member of her own band and become a 
member of his. Many women who were widows or abandoned by their husbands would become 
enfranchised and lose their status all together (University of BriCsh Columbia, 2009).  

With Bill C-31, many people, parCcularly women who unfairly lost status due to gender 
discriminatory provisions of the Act have now been able to regain status. Bill C-31 has also ended the 
process of enfranchisement. Now, once an Aboriginal person has status, the government cannot take 
it away. In addiCon, Bill C-31 gave First NaCons the opCon to have more control over their own 
membership, so decisions about who belonged in their community could be made within the 
community (Open School BC, 2008). 

Bill C-31 is summarized in Figure A3 in the Appendix as it has created confusion on many reserves – 
including Takla Lake First NaCon (TLFN)– around housing, ownership of housing, and access to 
housing among members. 

SecCon 6.1: Controversies over Bill C-31 

In some ways, Bill C 31 could be viewed as a positive move for Aboriginal people. However, many 
people argue that Bill C-31 was a poor attempt to amend the Indian Act. Bill C-31 introduced two 
classes of Indians, 6(1) those who can pass status to their children and 6(2), those who have Indian 
status, but cannot pass their status to the children unless the other parent also has status. As such 
significant gender discrimination remains, control over Indian status is still held by the Crown, and 
the population of status Indians is declining as a direct result of Bill C-31. The reasons are discussed 
in detail below: 

• Under Bill C-31, the federal government still decides who receives official First Nations status and 
who does not. Many Aboriginal people argue that First Nations communities themselves should 
decide this, not the federal government (Open School BC, 2008). 
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• Bill C-31 provisions mean as more status Indians inter-marry and have children with non-status 
people, the total population of Indian persons will gradually decline, eventually leaving the federal 
government with no Indians to fund under federal programs and services that are available to only 
status Indians. 

• Bill C-31 still requires that women register children for status and part of the process includes 
proving paternity and providing evidence that the father is status Indian which means that gender 
discrimination remains (Blaney, 2001).  

• The process of gaining status could be long or convoluted for some people because of the complex 
nature of the Bill. As a result, often people give up before they have attained status or accept a 
lesser degree status. There are still many women and children that have not been reinstated 
decades after the passage of Bill C-31 (Blaney, 2001). 

• Some people are also concerned that the increase in status First Nations people will put a strain on 
the resources of current bands and negatively alter on-reserve communities. With Bill C-31, some 
First Nations will have more people eligible for services, voting, and living on-reserve, but still only 
have the same resources available that they had before the Bill was passed (Open School BC, 2008). 

• In terms of housing, in British Columbia reserve housing is limited because many of the reserve sizes 
are small, and waiting lists can take years. If reinstated individuals also require housing, the housing 
lists could become exponentially longer. The separation of Indian status from band membership was 
an attempt to reduce the likelihood that a First Nation would deny membership to those who had 
their status reinstated, though this revision did not come with any additional federal resource 
allocations to support reinstated individuals or First Nations in adding to their membership (Open 
School BC, 2008). 

• Some people argue that Bill C-31 aims to assimilate First Nations people. Because many people did 
not regain status when they have children, their children will not have status, and so on. Thus, many 
generations of people who consider themselves First Nations will not regain status. These people 
will be, at least by law, legally assimilated into the general population and will not have access to any 
of the rights and services belonging to First Nations people (Open School BC, 2008). The Congress of 
Aboriginal Peoples explains it as follows: 

"We have to ask what would happen if all status Indians alive today married a Non-Indian or 
someone without status, and their children did the same: within two generations, there would be 
no status Indians left in Canada” (Open School BC, 2008). 

SecCon 6.2: Bill C-31 impacts on TLFN 

The impacts of Bill C-31 on TLFN and the Housing portfolio have been minimal, unlike some other 
large First Nation communities. However on-going confusion about housing ownership remains and 
should be dealt with. The Nation had about 7 Bill C-31 registrants who received status and 
membership. The Nation provided these members with immediate access to regular housing on-
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reserve and other forms of support in education and healthcare. The Bill C-31 houses that were built 
and made available to eligible members are shown in Figure 19 below. Among the 7 Bill C-31 
registrants, one of the registrants decided to live off-reserve and gave back her house to the NaCon.  

House no.   Bill C-31 registrants/occupants 
53  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
57  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
67  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
68  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
83  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
89  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
98 (House given to the NaCon)  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx n-residenCal 
Living Off-reserve     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 
Figure 19. Bill C-31 houses in Takla Landing. Data from Wilma Abraham, Councillor, Capital and 
Housing Portfolio and Ann Abraham, Social Development. 

Note. Bill C-31 registrants/occupants names are protected for privacy reasons. 

To build houses for the Bill C-31 registrants, the NaCon would have received some addiConal housing 
subsidy dollars. The Housing Department is working to retrieve informaCon on that. However, this 
increase in the subsidy dollars was only one-Cme due to the increase in the number of band 
members due to Bill C-31 registrants. The houses like any other houses in the NaCon were regular 
band-owned houses. 

 It appears that as with rest of the houses built in the community, people were under the impression 
that the Bill C-31 houses were privately owned when this was never the case. There is atleast no 
wri[en documentaCon available which would confirm ownership has been transferred from the 
NaCon to an individual. Like other band-owned houses, if the Bill C-31 registrants decided to not live 
in the house, the NaCon could allocate the house to other members. Moreover, while the Bill C-31 
registrants received housing and other services from the NaCon, their descendants may or may not 
receive such services depending on whether they have status and membership as a result of Bill C-31 
status and membership provisions. 

Bill C-31 created a lot of confusion about status, membership, and services for the band members in 
TLFN due to its conflicting and restrictive provisions like most other First Nation communities and 
has stayed with members for a long time. With the Housing Committee and more community 
engagement on the provisions of Bill C -31, it is hoped that members would understand the 
complexities of the Bill and that the confusion on housing matters would clear up. 
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RecommendaCons 

The main recommendaCons from this research are summarized below: 

1. Form the Housing Committee, implement the Community Housing Policy, and member 
engagement and awareness to tackle housing management and governance issues on-reserve: 
 

A. The Nation is committed to implementing the Housing Committee in 2019 as per the Draft 
Terms of References. The role of the Committee will be to promote the understanding and 
enforcement of the Community Housing Policy (CHP), to support the Housing Department in 
their efforts to administer the housing assets, to guide and participate in community 
consultations regarding housing issues, to advise the Council and the Housing Department 
about community concerns, to apply fair and equitable methods to recommend to Council 
for allocating vacant or new housing units, and to gather information on strategic housing 
planning for the community. With the Housing Committee being active, housing 
management and governance will become more streamlined. 
 

B. TLFN owns all the houses in Takla Landing. In Takla’s satellite communities members have 
privately built houses and they own those houses. The general misconception among some 
members in Takla Landing is that the 38 pre-1995 Portfolio 70 houses, which also includes 
Bill C-31 houses, are owned by individual members. This assumption stems from the fact 
that when the Nation applies for housing subsidies, the Nation is required by ISC to provide 
the name of a member who is likely to occupy that unit.  As funding for specific units can 
take years to be approved, it is seldom the case that the member whose name was used for 
in the original application is the recipient of the final house when finally available. Beyond 
believing they have rights to a house because their name was used on the initial application, 
many members then think they own the houses and do not want to pay maintenance fees. 
Maintenance fees are important for the regular upkeep of the housing stock on-reserve as 
the Nation does not get any funding from ISC for housing maintenance. Most often the 
Nation uses its own source revenue for repairs and maintenance. Frequent community 
engagement sessions with members is therefore very important to make them more aware 
of on-reserve housing and housing maintenance and resolve the confusions around 
ownership. 
 
 

2. Develop a comprehensive housing plan for housing on-reserve: Developing a comprehensive 
housing plan is critical in maintaining the quality of the housing stock on Takla’s reserves. With the 
Nation growing fast and more employment opportunities being created on-reserve, housing is 
becoming an important factor in the decision to live on-reserve. A comprehensive housing plan will 
address not only the existing housing issues but future challenges as the Nation grows. The 
comprehensive housing plan would include both short term and long- term options in housing for 
the main reserves as well as the satellite communities in Takla. For instance, short-term options 
would be categorizing vacant lots in Takla Landing that are suitable for residential construction, 
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applying for senior’s housing for elder members who have mobility issues, and applying for a 
feasibility study for the construction of a new subdivision to build more houses. Long-term options 
include expanding the main reserve of Takla Landing, extending housing support to members 
building houses in satellite communities, rent to ownership of houses, private ownership of houses 
by securing loans, and tiny houses for singles and couples. The Housing Committee and the Capital 
Committee, along with the Council will support the development an implementation of the 
comprehensive housing plan for TLFN. 
 

3. Continue construction of new energy-efficient houses on-reserve and renovating old houses for 
energy efficiency: TLFN has taken a major step forward in energy efficiency. The 6 new Metric 
Modular Passive duplexes in Takla Landing are passive modular houses. The new band office is also 
built to energy efficiency standards. The Nation is starting its recycling program this year and 
exploring the option of bio-energy. Energy efficient housing on-reserve is important because the 
hydro bills for the occupants are huge for the winter months. The Housing Department is currently 
working to ensure all the new housing construction on reserve is evaluated based on suitable 
environmental standards. The Housing Department is also working to ensure that the old houses are 
renovated for better energy efficiency and that occupants can make minor changes in the houses to 
save more energy. Energy efficiency retrofits in existing houses would include comprehensive air 
leakage control, upgrading the roofs and attics by air sealing, insulating the basement and walls, and 
upgrading the doors and windows to save energy. Simple changes in the houses to save energy 
would include putting compact fluorescent lights (CFL) or light emitting diodes (LEDs), upgrading 
exhaust fans and adding timers for reduced power consumption, insulating pipes to save energy 
costs and lower water usage, adding low flow faucets to save water among other things. 
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Summary and conclusion 

This report provides background informaCon and baseline data on housing on Takla Lake First NaCon 
(TLFN)’s main reserves, Takla Landing and the satellite communiCes over the last 38 years, to help 
with future decision making. TLFN is a community of 853 people with 207 people currently living on-
reserve and more anCcipated. While most of the populaCon growth is based on birth and death rate, 
a significant proporCon of the growth is also because of new members transferring in to the NaCon 
based on their heritage. With a growing populaCon and an expected increase in members moving 
back to Takla due to increase in work opportuniCes, managing housing will become more crucial in 
the coming years. 

This report focuses mainly on housing on-reserve. The NaCon owns about 87 residenCal units in the 
main reserve of Takla Landing. There are also 50 houses and 4 trailers in the other satellite 
communiCes privately owned by members. Among the 87 units in Takla Landing, 68 units were built 
before 1995 and the rest between 1995 and 2018. The community has a mix of housing variety with 
single-family dwellings being the most common, followed by duplexes and triplexes. The NaCon also 
has a 6-plex in the planning stage. From 2017 to 2018, the Housing Department of TLFN increased 
the number of houses occupied from 71 to 81. By 2019, the Housing Department aims to increase 
the number of occupied houses to 94.  

All the houses in Takla Landing are band-owned and funded either through ISC housing subsidy and 
Ministerial loan taken out by the NaCon through a bank or by a combinaCon of ISC housing subsidy 
and CMHC subsidy (these houses are also known as TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted SecCon 95 houses). 
In the case of TLFN-owned CMHC-assisted houses, monthly CMHC subsidy over the 25 year life of the 
loan covers the enCre loan principal and interest as well as some funding towards the maintenance 
of the units. There are no privately built houses on these two reserves. Most of the pre-1995 houses 
are in dire need of major renovaCons. The NaCon accessed renovaCon subsidies from ISC, CMHC and 
supplemented the amount through its own source revenue to carry out major emergency 
renovaCons in the last two years. The NaCon also covers other housing-related expenses such as 
wages, property insurance, outstanding loans, minor repairs, preventaCve maintenance among 
others. About half of the residenCal units pay a monthly maintenance fee which helps with some of 
the overhead housing expenses. The Housing Department is working on implemenCng maintenance 
fees on all the houses by next year, or establishing excepCons. 

There are various short-term and long-term housing opCons available for the community. The 
Housing Department is looking into short-term housing opCons such as categorizing vacant lots in 
Takla Landing, small senior’s houses and construcCon of a new subdivision. As the Housing 
Commi[ee begins its work in the next year, some of the long-term opCons such as expanding the 
main community of Takla Landing, extending housing support to members in the satellite 
communiCes, rent to ownership of houses, private ownership of houses and Cny houses for singles 
and couples will be assessed in conjuncCon with the Capital Commi[ee and Council. 
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The NaCon is also exploring water treatment opCons in the satellite communiCes that have a 
significant number of houses such as IR# 4 Bear Lake (Fort Connelly), IR# 10 North Takla Lake (Bates 
Creek/Buckley House), IR# 12 North Takla Lake (Germansen Landing), IR# 1A Bear Lake (Upper 
DriSwood River). There are 9 houses in IR# 4, 7 houses and a trailer in IR# 10 and 6 houses each in 
IR# 12 and IR# 1A. Some members live year-round in IR# 10, IR# 12 and IR# 1A but have no hydro or 
plumbing. The Public Works Department idenCfied that a feasibility study is important to assess the 
water source, help with waste water allocaCon and treatment of the exisCng sepCc tank system at 
the reserve, and idenCfy training, along with operaCon and maintenance requirements of the water 
uCliCes. However, as the houses are privately built, funding from ISC for a water treatment system is 
not possible at this Cme. However, in the future, if the NaCon decides to construct houses in these 
communiCes, ISC funding for water and waste water system would be accessible. 

Bill C-31 did not have a major impact on the community as there were only a small number of 
immediate registrants. However, the bill created a lot of member assumpCons in the community 
about housing. There are 7 Bill C-31 registrants who have received housing from the NaCon. Because 
there was an increase in the populaCon on-reserve due to Bill C-31 members, the federal 
government provided addiConal housing subsidies to build more houses in reserve communiCes. 
However, the houses are sCll regular band houses and the Bill C-31 members do not own them. 
Furthermore, the addiConal housing subsidies were provided for the Bill C-31 registrants but not 
their descendants.  

To summarize and conclude, housing is an important factor in the growth and development of TLFN. 
With a value in excess of $20 million, the housing porQolio represents one of the biggest assets that 
the NaCon administers. As the NaCon grows, more members would move back to Takla Landing 
because of increase in employment opportuniCes with the NaCon, small business development, and 
industry in the area. This means that the NaCon needs to focus on be[er housing management and 
governance. CriCcal first steps have been made with Councillor Wilma Abraham focusing on capital 
construcCon, including housing, and improving the overall housing situaCon. A key decision was to 
hire George Richardson, a professional Housing Manager with First NaCons experience, and Cody 
Johnny as the Housing Assistant. Council’s approval of the Housing Policy, including the 
establishment of a Housing Commi[ee, ensure resources to undertake engagement on the next 
stages of housing development. 
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